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Chapter 1
DEPICTIONS OF WOMEN IN THE HISTORY OF IPSWICH
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Knowledge of the world cannot be achieved through abstract reason or divine
revelation, but only through the accumulation of observed appearance. The world is
a collection of individual bits of data – facts – to be unearthed, assembled and
organized.1

How Women Are Depicted In Ipswich History
Although the history of Ipswich and its surrounding regions continues to be mapped
in a bid to capture the stories and events of our past, there appears to be a history of
a group of people that has not been a direct focus of the study of Ipswich history.
Although the area has been shaped by social, economic, cultural and politic
developments, the history so far has not focused on a part of society that helped to
construct the very history through which it has been forgotten. The women of
Ipswich who feature heavily in the making of the town will be recognised through
this chapter for the roles that they played in shaping it. While there are many other
histories that should also be told such as aboriginal history, children's history, and
migration history, this chapter focuses on the roles of women in Ipswich's history.

It is an impossible task, however, to tell the whole story about these women and one
that I am not going to attempt. Instead, I will concentrate on photographs, even
though these can give only limited clues as to the true history that they capture.
Photographs of women throughout different epochs in the region can be read in a
way that they shed some light on the roles that women played in the changing town
and how they were perceived. These readings, however, can offer to be only that ‐ a
reading of images from different eras. While they tell a story about the time, this
cannot be taken as direct truth and will be only one interpretation of a history that
occurred.

1

Slater, 1997: 97
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Photographs: A Link To History
I choose photography as the medium for this history for a number of reasons. Terry
Smith argues that photography gives us perhaps the most accurate account of
historical events (1997: 156). Oral histories were the most widely used medium
through which to record events, however, with the advent of photography people
began to rely less on memory and use the photographic images as a way to
‘remember’ the experiences (Berger, 1997: 42). Smith evaluates written word, as
opposed to photography, and while it is one of the most relied upon mediums for
recording history, it is a text that is fraught with bias. Similarly, the artist may draw
an image depicting a certain event in history, but again, may bring to the image any
perspective that he or she wishes to communicate to the viewer.
The photograph, on the other hand, shows an image in time that undeniably existed.
As Roland Barthes argues ‘No writing can give me this certainty [of having existed]. It
is the misfortune (but also perhaps the most voluptuous pleasure) of language not to
be able to authenticate itself’ (1981: 85). However, Smith adds that ‘appearances
can be, and often are, actively constructed ‐ things or people are arranged, posed,
juxtapositions faked’ (1997: 159). So, while a photograph gives us a 'true' image,
insofar as what is isolated in the image actually existed, we must also be aware that
the photographer, like the author or the painter, does have control over the focus of
the image and a motivation for what should be included, and excluded in the
photograph. This is however, important to our reading as we want to show how
women were depicted, which does include how the photographer has arranged the
image.

This brings about the question of whether a photograph is in fact reality. We have
already established that manipulation of the image does occur to some extent, but
does this make the photograph any more or less real?

John Berger classifies photographs into two categories ‐ those that are taken for
public purposes and those that are for private consumption only (1997: 44). He
believes that while it is likely public photographs may have a level of manipulation by
the photographer, private photographs are generally ‘parallel to the continuity from
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which the photograph was originally taken’ (44). For the purposes of this project,
mainly private photographs have been chosen for our reading despite the fact that
they are included in public records. They originally appeared in private collections.
We can thus assume that only a mild form, if any, manipulation occurs in these
photographs, and generally only in the way of organising the subjects to face the
camera. Having acknowledged this, we can be relatively confident that these images
are an accurate 'portrayal' of the time in which they were taken. I use the word
'portrayal' in this instance, for good reason. For as far as the truthfulness of the
photographs that have been chosen for this paper, they can only go so far as to
'represent' a certain point in time.

Hence photographs can only be seen as representations of actual events. While we
profess that a photograph may be 'realistic', we need to ask ourselves whether what
we are seeing is 'real' (Slater, 1997: 93). We discussed earlier the possibility of the
photographer manipulating the image. While this affects the 'reality' of the image, it
also gives another reading to the photograph. Because it is a representation, we can
also read what the photographer was wishing to communicate in the image. Why or
why not something was included in the frame can offer some meaning. Where the
image is set to appear, the context of the photograph, can give a reading (Walker,
1997, 54). For what reason was the picture was taken? In this project, we are
looking at depictions of women in the history of the Ipswich region. While
photographs come close to giving us a level of truth in the history we hope to
uncover, this history can only be what we can read from the photographs, and what
the photographer hoped to show by taking a record of the images that we have
selected. In some ways the way that women are being depicted in the images tell us
more about the way that they were seen in society at that particular time, despite
the fact that this may not be the exact reality behind the image.

Sturken and Cartwright in Practices of Looking, focus on the importance of ‘reader
position’ in viewing photographs. They argue that ‘meanings are produced in part,
when, where, and by whom images are consumed and not only when, where and by
whom they are produced’ (2001: 46). It is for this reason that it is important that, as
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the primary reader of the text, I define my position for reading the photographs in a
particular way. Because I am focusing mainly on women’s depictions in the
photographs this orientates the way in which I will read them. Doing a gendered
reading, that is looking at ways in which ideologies are impressed upon the images,
will give us more of a focus on women’s images and the certain theories and texts
that have influenced the gender readings will also control the way in which I view the
images. This would be different, for example, if one was viewing historical
photographs from an architectural background that would involve the viewer looking
at the buildings and constructions around the Ipswich area. Neither reading is more
important than the other, however the view that one brings to the photographs will
impact greatly on how the texts are read.

As I have mentioned, ideology is going to be a focus of our readings and I hope to be
able to uncover what ideologies operated in relation to women. While the feminist
movement was impacting on towns across Australia, women’s roles began to
change. Women began to loosen the chains that bound them to the domestic arena
and sought to break the common depictions of women – as mothers and
homemakers.

In the photographs that have been chosen, it will be interesting to map the changes,
if they occurred, with relation to how women were viewed in Ipswich and if the
gender roles that were transforming around the country made an impact on the
town. Again, photography is an important medium for following such history; as
Sturken and Cartwright note, “images are important means through which ideologies
are produced and onto which ideologies are projected” (2001: 46).

Photography As Language
Like written works, images in the photo use ‘language’ to communicate certain
meanings and perhaps uncover more depth than could be captured through writing.
But in much the same way as written language is male‐centric, photography employs
certain methods that reflect a male dominated communication system, objectifying
women who are in focus. Carol Battersby argues that photography, through its
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history of focusing on women as objects rather than subjects, is a male‐centric
medium (1994: 93). Like writing, which is also ‘the voice of the male and not
accessible by women’, photography is a form of language and hence the rules that
apply to written word are also reflected in photography (Irigaray, 1885: 23‐33).
Written language, according to Luce Irigaray, has marginalised women into position
of ‘other’ to the male.

The language we use for writing is what she argues as being ‘phallogocentric’ ‐ that
is, writing from a male position. This form of communication is the voice of the male
and cannot be used to express the feminine. The techniques it adopts are clearly
masculine and women must look for different ways of writing that diverge from the
traditional methods of writing in order to express themselves. Photography, like
writing, has had a history of representing the male language. The fact that most
photographers in history were male, and the conventions used in photography also
colour this medium as being masculine. By its very nature, photography isolates and
controls whatever is its focus. The position for woman in this case is object; the
passive place in language. Women are often written about or photographed, but do
not become author or photographer, and hence must look for alternative mediums
through which to communicate.

It is interesting to look at photographs in relation to activity and passivity. In a
history of photography, women are generally posing for the camera and not shown
to be engaging in any activity while the camera is pointed. This deems them passive
in the medium of photography, for they are not able to move behind the camera to a
position of control. Also, through being instructed to take a photographic stance
they are controlled by the photographer who prescribes how they should look in
front of the camera. It will be interesting to see in the archives of Ipswich
photographs, how women are positioned in front of the camera as this gives us
further information to gather from such images. As mentioned previously, although
a photograph holds to some extent a ‘truth’ about the time it depicts, the
photographer impresses upon the image, through its arrangement, his own ideals
and opinions of how the finished product should be received.
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We should therefore acknowledge that we are viewing images through a masculine
focus, and be aware that through the very medium of photography, the images
themselves are seen through a phallocentric lens.

A Very Brief History Of Ipswich
The town of Ipswich has seen many changes in its relatively short history. There are
many distinct periods for which its history is known; these are coloured by the
industries that grew in Ipswich (Harrison, 1980).

Ipswich initially grew as a supplier of lime, and was valued for its density of
limestone. The year 1827 saw the first lime burners and the beginnings of a
successful industry for Ipswich. By 1842, free settlement was declared and the town
grew quickly, drawing settlers from surrounding regions. This growth eventually
produced new industries for the area; both agricultural and industrial. Between
1840 and 1860 both wool and cotton industries were established. The introduction
of coal mining similarly saw the mining industry grow alongside agriculture. This
drew a great population to the area, and Ipswich continued to grow in size. In 1864
another industry began in Ipswich – the railways.

In 1904, Ipswich was declared a City and a new era of the town began. The existing
industries in Ipswich continued to proliferate, and throughout World War One and
Two, drought and Depression, the town retained its strength in industry. The post
war period saw a growth in agriculture, mining and factories. The railways also
continued to support employment in the area and together with coalmining and
wool mills, were the major businesses in Ipswich (Local History).

In recent times, however, the main industries in the area have been affected by
economic changes in Queensland. The industries that have coloured Ipswich history
are in decline and Ipswich is now moving into a new phase in its history. However,
these distinct intervals I have mentioned in Ipswich’s history are mainly focused
upon the achievements of men. The industries that Ipswich gave birth to over its
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history are mainly the brainchildren of men. Women were undoubtedly involved
with these industries and there are even photographs of women working in some of
the factories. Women were not in positions of power in the industry, however, and
the achievements over the years are rarely attributed to them. This is not to claim
that they had no role in the history of Ipswich, but written histories often do not
have women as a focus. Pictorially, it is the hope that the roles that they did have in
the growing town are recognised, and show the part they played in Ipswich history.
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The photographs that were used in this analysis were found in books, websites and
teaching manuals that have a direct focus on recording the history of Ipswich. These
records celebrate the different epochs in the area, and profess to give an overall
depiction of the region. I have not used individual photographs from private
collections precisely for that reason; these are "official" historical records with a
purpose of showing the reader/viewer important times in Ipswich. Their focus, or
lack thereof, on women will give a good indication of how they are being depicted in
history.

The materials chosen for the analysis were:1) Jubilee History of Ipswich; 2) Ipswich
Municipal Centenary; 3) Ipswich: Our Heritage in Focus; 4)Picture Queensland:
Ipswich; and 5) Teaching Materials: Ipswich City Council. It is important that a cross‐
section of materials were chosen. Photographs found on the internet may differ in
some way to those found in books, however, we will not be discussing the effect that
the materials have on the photographs featured in them. It suffices to say they did
produce similar images and that the same ideologies were expressed in nearly all of
the photographs.

An Interpretation
The photographs are grouped according to recurrent themes. Significantly, there
were only five different categories that the photographs of women could be placed
in. This is telling in itself of the extent to which women were represented in
different areas of Ipswich society. The limit of their representation in so many other
areas of history speaks clearly of the way that women were viewed throughout this
time.

The areas are: 1) In Town; 2) In the Home; 3) In the Shops; 4) In the Factory; and 5)
Miscellaneous.

Note that these categories are not included in the brief history that was overviewed
previously, apart from the factories; but even women’s roles in the factories
reflected their role in the home.
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Nicholas Street, Ipswich to the southward, November 1959
Source: Slaughter,Leslie. Ipswich Municipal Centenary. 1960, p103

Photograph 4 – Brisbane Street, May 1938
Source: Nolan, 1994 p103
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In the Home
Despite the fact that this is the most telling of the categories, and most of the other
categories do in fact mirror women in the home, these photographs do not need
extensive explanation as they show, explicitly, how women were viewed in Ipswich
history. This category holds more photographs than any of the other categories.

In photograph 5, a man and woman are in their car in Ipswich. This photograph was
included in this category for the purpose of showing the woman as wife and hence
connected to the home. The woman is the passenger in this case, and is dressed up,
wearing a large feathered hat – a beautification object. She sits behind the man
driving the car. The photograph is taken from the side of the male driver,
representing his importance as he is closer to the camera lens. She is passive ‐ the
passenger ‐ and plays the role of wife, behind her husband in the photograph.

Photograph 5 – Man and woman driving an early motor vehicle in Ipswich, 1900‐1910
Source: John Oxley Library, State Library of Queensland
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